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Exercise 1

Write a class InterestRates with three static methods:

• a method computeDailyRate, which computes and returns the daily interest yield

rd = (1 + ra)1/365 − 1

at which an initial amount of money has to be invested to generate a given annual return;

• a method computeBankAccount, that computes and returns the money you get after n days if you
invest an initial amount of money at a given daily return;

• a method computeBankAccountRounded, that does the job of computeBankAccount assuming now
that the amount of money is measured in eurocents and that the bank, at the end of each day,
rounds it down to the nearest eurocent.

For every method, consider what its return type and argument list should be.

Write a main method which does the following:

• call the method computeDailyRate when ra = 2.7%, and compare the result you obtain to the
daily arithmetic average of ra, i.e. ra/365;

• call the method computeBankAccount for an initial investment of 2700 euros, with the daily accrual
rd computed at the point above, and supposing you hold it for a total of 18 months (assuming one
month corresponds to 30 days). Expected result: 2808.546;

• call the method computeBankAccountRounded for the same parameters you used for
computeBankAccount. Calculate how much money the bank is taking away from your actual ma-
thematical balance, in both absolute and percentage terms. Expected result: absolute difference of
2.6569 euros, corresponding to a loss of 0.0946%.

Exercise 2

This is an example about Monte-Carlo computations of prices of options. Write a class DigitalOption

with a public method getPayoff(int timeIndex), which returns a one-dimensional array storing the
realizations of a digital option on an underlying represented by an object of type

com.andreamazzon.session5.abstractclasses.usingsimulators.StochasticProcessUser,

part of the project javacourse-2020. A digital option for an underlying S at time index i has payoff 1
if S(i) −K > 0 and 0 vice versa, where K is a given threshold.

Also write a public method double getPrice(int timeIndex), which computes the average of the
payoff produced by getPayoff. This is the price of your option.

Hint: here you can use composition, letting a field of your class being an object of type
StochasticProcessUser (another field will be the threshold). You have to see which method of
StochasticProcessUser can be useful here.

Test your code by giving to this class an object of type

com.andreamazzon.session5.abstractclasses.usingsimulators.BinomialModelUser,

with initial value 100, u = 1.5, d = 0.5, interest rate 0, lastTime = 10, number of simulations 100000
and seed= 1897, and call its getPrice(int timeIndex) for timeIndex= 10. The price you get should
be equal to 0.17076.

Remark: in order to use the classes of the javacourse-2020 project, a dependency to javacourse-2020

must be added to the pom file. In order to do so, just write



<dependency>

<groupId>com.andreamazzon</groupId>

<artifactId>java-oop-2020</artifactId>

<version>0.0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>

</dependency>

inside <dependencies>.

Also pull the project javacourse-2020, since some methods have been modified.

Exercise 3

This exercise is more complex, you can try to do it if you wish and we will see it together
during the exercise session, since it provides some insights about Monte-Carlo methods.
Write a class MonteCarloWithBinomial whose goal is to experiment on the Monte-Carlo implementation
above. The class should have a public method getHistogram, which produces the histogram for the
array of the prices obtained by letting the method getPrice(int timeIndex) of DigitalOption being
called inside a for loop by objects whose StochasticProcessUser field is of type

com.andreamazzon.session5.abstractclasses.usingsimulators.BinomialModelUser,

with always same parameters but random seed (given for example by the nextInt() method of an object
of type java.util.Ramdom). This can be done by first filling an array with all the prices obtained in
this way, then computing its minimum and maximum values by using the methods getMin(double[]

vector) and getMax(double[] vector) that you can find in

com.andreamazzon.session4.usefulmatrices.UsefulMethodsMatricesVectors,

javacourse-2020, and then calling the method buildHistogram(double[] realizations, double

minBin, double maxBin, int binsNumber) of the same class where minBin and maxBin are the
minimum and maximum found before. The method returns minimum, maximum and the hi-
stogram, and has argument list (int numberOfBins, int numberOfPriceComputations), where
numberOfPriceComputations is the number of times you call getPrice(int timeIndex), i.e., the length
of the array.

Experiment on the results obtained in this way in a main method, with parameters as in Exercise 2,
number of bins equal to 10, number of computations of the price equal to 100 and different number of
simulations. You should see that the higher the number of simulations the smaller the interval between
minimum and maximum value of the prices. Also have a look at the histogram.


